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Abstract  
The problems of parental alienation syndrome and children’s autism spectrum disorders are 
widely debated. Our experience convinces us that children’s physiological autism is the direct 
result of social autism of so called “normal”  adults, the direct result of family and parental 
alienation. Both problems are interconnected so closely that the first cannot be solved without 
the second.  

We hypothesize that the basic cause of children’s autism is direct environmental inhibition of 
the vital functions of the most important morphological brain structures undermining the 
child’s prefrontal perceptual development. Such inhibition might take place in a mother’s 
uterus, at the moment of birth or in infancy. Associated biological reasons might be different 
(genetics, prenatal risk factors, postnatal environment, vaccines, environmental toxins etc.) but 
the result is the same – prefrontal structures are switched off from normal active perception. A 
All autistic children without exception show it. That is why our therapy is based on functional 
activation of inhibited, not active prefrontal and underlying structures through restoration of 
normal perceptual process. The treatment is carried out in developing community of experts, 
practitioners, parents and their former autistic children.  According to our 20-s experience the 
patient can be completely recovered at the conditions that parents are fully trained and 
committed. 

1. Aut ism Epidemic: USA, the UK and Wor ldwide  
“If you're American, you're all doomed… Must we wait until every member of Congress has a 
child or grandchild with autism or until every household is impacted by this devastating 
disorder?...”1 . 
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The 2autism spectrum disorder results have been newly released from two federally funded 
research studies  

Just two years ago, the government 
estimate was 1 in 150—and the new 
findings have some worried that we 
are in the midst of an 
unprecedented autism epidemic. 
But a growing awareness of the 
disorder and a broadening in the 
official definition make such a claim 
hard to prove.  

Until about 20 years ago, the 
devastating diagnosis of autism 
applied only to the most severe 
cases, people who were largely 
incapable of normal social 
interaction and were often 
institutionalized. But starting in the 
late 1980s, the official definition 

expanded to include a spectrum of conditions, from classic autism to milder forms, such as 
Asperger’s syndrome. The range of people considered to have autism now includes not only the 
most severely disabled but also many others whose impairments do not prevent them from 
getting jobs, going to college, even getting married. At the same time, growing awareness of 
autism by parents, teachers, and doctors means the disorder is recognized more often, and that 
also adds to the numbers.  

All these changes make it impossible to compare present rates with those of a generation ago, 
so no one can say with certainty that the prevalence of autism has increased. But even with a 
standard definition, it has been difficult for researchers to figure out exactly how widespread 
autism is now. Numbers change as surveys become increasingly sophisticated.  

The gold standard at the moment is a Centers for Disease Control surveillance study of 8-year-
olds who have received the diagnosis of autism at 11 sites around the country. Although 
complete results aren’t expected until later this year, the CDC released preliminary numbers at 
the same time as another study was published this week in the journal Pediatrics. The 
methodology of that study was very different; researchers from the Health Resources and 
Services Administration conducted a telephone survey of 78,000 parents of children age 3 to 17, 
asking whether they had ever been told that their children had an autism spectrum disorder. 

Both the CDC and Pediatrics results are noteworthy because these two dissimilar studies came 
up with essentially the same number—1 in 100. That finding roughly conforms to autism rates 
reported in other industrialized countries, which means the 1 in 100 could be the most accurate 
figure so far. Defining the extent of the problem would be a huge step forward.  

Figure 1-1: Autism global growth (source Wikipedia) 
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But even if 1 in 100 holds up, it doesn’t answer the question of whether more people have 
autism now than in the past, as many advocates believe. “The concern here is that buried in 
these numbers is a true increase3,”, at a press conference last week. And if there is an increase, 
what’s behind it? Scientists don’t know what causes autism, although research is ongoing into 
possible environmental hazards or genetic explanations.  

Even without evidence of an increase, there are clearly a lot of children who need help. “We’re 
going to have to think very hard about what we’re going to do for the 1 in 100,” Insel (member 
of the US President cabinet) said, adding that the Obama administration is making autism 
research a priority.  

Although the range of therapies for children with autism has grown substantially, there is still 
no cure. But in the Pediatrics study, parents whose children had been diagnosed with autism 
were asked whether their child still had the disorder, and nearly 40 percent said no—an 
intriguing finding the researchers could not explain. In some cases, children diagnosed at a very 
young age eventually may have been found to have other problems instead.  

Indeed, diagnosis can be difficult. It’s based not on a blood test or an X-ray, but on specific 
observation of behaviors such as a lack of social interaction, poor eye contact, and rigid, 
repetitive movements (rocking is common). If the behaviors change as children get older, the 
diagnosis may change, as well. In other cases, children who clearly need special attention may 
be given an autism diagnosis—even if it’s not conclusive—because then the youngsters will be 
eligible for particular educational and social services.  

The Pediatrics study also reported that boys are four times more likely than girls to be 
diagnosed with autism, a finding consistent with other research. But race also seems to play a 
role. In the Pediatrics study, autism was diagnosed most often among whites, while parents of 
black children were more likely to say their children no longer had the disorder. It’s unclear why 
these differences exist. At the moment, the only certainty about autism is that there are many 
more questions than answers.  

"There is the need to regard Autism Spectrum Disorders as an urgent public health concern." 
(CDC). These are the conclusions of a National Autism Survey launched in USA in March 20104. 

This national survey shows major dissatisfaction by the autism community with the amount of 
resources committed to the investigations as well the focus and quality of much of the research. 
The community wants research looking at environmental toxins and their potential relationship 
to the autism epidemic and other neurodevelopmental disorders. The autism community also 
wants to see a study comparing diagnoses between vaccinated and unvaccinated populations. 
The autism-vaccine injury question is far from settled science.  

 Autism remains fastest growing disability in the country. The rates of autism continue to 
skyrocket.  

The overwhelming requests from the autism community: “Listen to Us!” and “Help Us!”  
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Two US new government studies indicate about 1 in 100 children have autism disorders – higher 
than a previous U.S. estimate of 1 in 1505.  

Greater awareness, broader definitions and spotting autism in younger children may explain 
some of the increase, federal health officials said.  

The new estimate would mean about 673,000 American children have autism. Previous 
estimates put the number at about 560,000.  

One of the studies stems from the 2007 National Survey of Children's Health. The results were 
published in October's Pediatrics.  

In that study, based on telephone surveys, parents reported about 1 in 91 children, ages 3 to 17, 
had autism, including milder forms such as Asperger's syndrome.  

"Autism is a highly prevalent disorder," said Geraldine Dawson, chief science officer of the 
advocacy group Autism Speaks. "We're looking at a major public health challenge."6 

“Autism spectrum disorders are much more common than most people think. There are over 
half a million people in the UK with an ASD - that's around 1 in 100 people7.  

So in your working life, you can expect to meet plenty of people with an ASD. Support and 
awareness from you will make a huge difference to them and the people around them.” 8 

Autism Rates Rocket – 1 in 38 British Boys – Cambridge Study 9 

A new Cambridge University study’s figures show 1 in 38 British boys has an autistic condition. 
Autistic spectrum conditions are already costing the UK £28 billion per annum: “One child in 60 
‘suffers from a form of autism”10. The new study authors advise Government services planners 
to revise calculations of child service provision on a rate of 1 in 60 British boys and girls, but 4 in 
5 cases affect boys. One in 38 boys affected, i. e. 4 boys in every 150 boys  

Despite this health authorities worldwide refuse to carry out large-scale studies comparing 
vaccinated to unvaccinated children. Such studies would determine finally the issue of the extent 
to which vaccination is implicated in causing the condition.  

This demonstrates the pharmaceutical industry’s success expanding profits into vaccination over 
the past 20 years by encouraging a quasi religious belief that vaccines are vitally important. 

A study of vaccinated and unvaccinated children by charity Generation Rescue reveals rates of 
autism in unvaccinated children are lower: Vaccinated vs. Unvaccinated.11 Family medical 
practice claims his practice has seen few or no autism cases amongst 35,000 unvaccinated child 
patients. Autism amongst Amish families in the USA is reported to be very low, as are 
vaccination rates: Autism in Amish Children – 1 in 10,000.  

Many individually brought cases of vaccine caused autism have been successful in the US 
Courts: AUTISM – US Court Decisions and Other Recent Developments .  
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The study reveals that for every 3 known cases, there are a further two cases yet to be 
diagnosed: The average age of diagnosis for childhood autism is around 3 to 4 years and for 
Aspergers’ Syndrome it is around 8 years, meaning half of all children affected under these ages 
are yet to be diagnosed.  

The results were published at the International Meeting for Autism Research May 2008 and the 
IMFAR study has already been cited in 5 formal journal papers and autism textbook: 

The prevalence estimate of known cases of ASC, using different methods of ascertainment 
converges around 1%. The ratio of known to unknown cases means that for every three known 
cases there are another two unknown cases. This has implications for planning diagnostic, social 
and health services.12”   

Despite the lack of prevalence data on autism worldwide, there are emerging trend numbers 
that suggest that tens of millions of children and adults have ASD13. As the numbers increase, 
the resulting costs of this lifespan condition on national economies rise concurrently; by 2010, 
estimates of the cost of caring for the estimated 1.75 million Americans with ASD will reach $90 
billion per year. In countries such as India, Russia and Nigeria, these costs could cripple a 
nation’s health and education budgets within a few years.  

While the World Health Organization (WHO) does not maintain global statistics on the 
prevalence of autism spectrum disorders or appropriate treatments specifically, its 2007 Global 
Burden of Disease report on mental and neurological disorders highlighted the critical situation 
the world faces with a growing population that includes those with autism. The report 
demonstrated that traditional epidemiological methods of disease had been greatly 
underestimating mental and neurological disorders by tracking mortality, not disability rates, 
which it estimates accounts for almost 11 percent of global disease burden. The study concluded 
that the proportionate share of the total global burden of disease due to neuropsychiatric 
disorders is projected to rise to 14.7 percent by 2020.  

Here is the Estimated Number of Individuals with Autism in Selected Nations, 2007 (calculated 
from prevalence rates in some cases) 14 

China - 1,100,000 DATA SOURCE - Peking Health Science Center (estimate based on official 2005 
rate of 1.1 in 1000 children affected)  

India - 2,000,000 DATA SOURCE - Action for Autism India (based on an estimated rate of 1 in 
250)  

United States - 1,500,000 DATA SOURCE - U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
ADDME Study 2007 and Autism Society of America  

United Kingdom - 650,000 DATA SOURCE - National Autistic Society 2006 (based on rate of 1 in 
100)  

Mexico - 150,000 DATA SOURCE - Based on estimates by Ministry of Health of 2 to 6 per 1000  
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Philippines - 500,000 DATA SOURCE - Autism Society of Philippines  

Thailand - 180,000  

The rate of autism in Scotland, one in 166. 

The following is various information on the epidemic of autism including figures worldwide. The 
numbers are staggering and the costs are skyrocketing15.  

Increase in Finland. Intriguingly, two pertinent and serious public health issues did occur in 
Finland during the 1982-1996 periods. The fact that they are rarely mentioned should raise 
questions about the motives involved.  

In Canada's Province of Quebec the number of children with pervasive developmental disorders 
in schools increased by 63% in two years, from 1388 in September 2001 to 2267 in September 

200316.   

Lastly, in Saudi Arabia (population 
under 23 million) there were 42 500 
confirmed cases of autism in 2002, 
and many more cases remain 
undiagnosed17.  

A new Australian study has found a 
surprising number of children are 
autistic. The Autism Council study 
reveals about 17 children are 
diagnosed with autism every week 
in Australia.  

The incidence of autism is radically 
on the increase worldwide and is 
now considered to affect 1 per 158 
children under the age of 6 years18 
(South Africa).  

Based on statistics from the U.S. Department of Education and other governmental agencies, 
autism is growing at a rate of 10-17 percent per year. At these rates, it is estimated that the 
prevalence of autism could reach 4 million Americans in the next decade19.  

As is clear from a growing number of studies, the incidence of autism is rising at a fast clip in the 
United States and across the globe. This means that families and communities across the world 
are facing similar challenges in educating children with autism and/or other special needs. 
Autism identified in every part of the world including Sweden, Japan, Russia, and China20.  

We are dooming a whole generation of children to long-term disabilities and chronic illnesses 
because of mandatory vaccine policies that do not take into account that babies can have 

Figure 1.-2. Autism: catastrophic evolut ion (source Autism Speaks) 
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adverse reactions to vaccines. We need to stop the madness before it reaches a point of no 
return21. 

 

2. Autism Symptoms 
DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR AUTISTIC DISORDERS 

A.  A total of six (or more) items from (1), (2), and (3), with at least two from (1), and one each 
from (2) and (3)  

(1) Qualitative impairment in social interaction, as manifested by at least two of the following:  

a) Marked impairments in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as eye-to-eye gaze, 
facial expression, body posture, and gestures to regulate social interaction  

b) Failure to develop peer relationships appropriate to developmental level  

c) A lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievements with other 
people, (e.g., by a lack of showing, bringing, or pointing out objects of interest to other people)  

d) Lack of social or emotional reciprocity (note: in the description, it gives the following as 
examples: not actively participating in simple social play or games, preferring solitary activities, 
or involving others in activities only as tools or "mechanical" aids )  

(2) Qualitative impairments in communication as manifested by at least one of the following:  

a) Delay in or total lack of, the development of spoken language (not accompanied by an 
attempt to compensate through alternative modes of communication such as gesture or mime)  

b) In individuals with adequate speech, marked impairment in the ability to initiate or sustain a 
conversation with others  

c) Stereotyped and repetitive use of language or idiosyncratic language  

d) Lack of varied, spontaneous make-believe play or social imitative play appropriate to 
developmental level  

(3) Restricted repetitive and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests and activities, as 
manifested by at least two of the following:  

a) Encompassing preoccupation with one or more stereotyped and restricted patterns of 
interest that is abnormal either in intensity or focus  

b) Apparently inflexible adherence to specific, nonfunctional routines or rituals  

c) Stereotyped and repetitive motor mannerisms (e.g hand or finger flapping or twisting, or 
complex whole body movements)  

d) Persistent preoccupation with parts of objects  
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B. Delays or abnormal functioning in at least one of the following areas, with onset prior to age 
3 years:  

(1) Social interaction  

(2) Language as used in social communication  

(3) Symbolic or imaginative play  
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3. Morphology of Aut ism 
All above mentioned symptoms of autism expose the crucial 
lack of affective intentional interactions, which keep under 
functional control maturation of normal active prefrontal 
perception of corresponding morphological structures of 
autistic child. Human morphological structures biologically 
are ready to be involved in healthy functional system. This 
system cannot be inherited biologically, it must be 
developed socially. A normal child has powerful biological 
recourses for social communication as a social heritage and 
it seems that the efficiency of morphological structures is 
the natural, 

spontaneous result 
of their biological 
development.  

It’s a wide-spread misleading illusion that 
morphological structures from the very start entirely 
determine their functioning. 

 That’s the reason why autism is interpreted as a 
morphological problem, though all its symptoms 
obviously demonstrate functional ones. Of course 
morphological structures suffer from immaturity as the 
result of wrong or lack of normal functioning. The 
morphological healthy brain structures of an autistic child can be put back to normal functioning 
and properly matured by keeping him in an adequate social environment and under specific 

psychological treatment. The lack of such 
proper conditions is a major cause of 
pervasive autistic process that becomes 
more serious with the age.     

An autistic child cannot stand direct eye 
contact because his peripheral vision is 
entirely depending upon stereotypical 
object orientation. The diagnose of the 
dysfunction of his foveal vision can be 
done easily. The dysfunction of fovea 
leads not only to the deficit of acuity of 
perception, but it implies as well lack of 
visual short-term perception, of its 
change-detection pattern and the lack of 

consolidation of neuronal Long-term-potentiation. Long Term Potentiation is obtained by 
exposing the fovea to optical stimulation at increasing frequency (see pictures below). At an 

Figure 3-1: Prefrontal lobes 

Figure 3-2. Brain cortex main areas 

Figure 3.3. Foveal system 
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earlier stage, a light current is induced into the 
optical nerve by a stimulus. In case  the stimulus is 
not repeated or repeated at the same frequency the 
current will soon evanish. To keep the optical 
pattern activated we need a stimulus at increasing 
frequency (fig 3.5).  This way we obtain an activation 
stable state of the optical organs that reaches the 
cortex, the pre-frontal area, the hippocampus and 
further the amygdale and the hypothalamus. 
Reactivation of LTP-patterns of neuronal delayed 
activity and prefrontal conscious incentive fields is 

considered a starting point for the therapy (intentional 
incentive power processing)22 of autism.  

The dysfunction of such short-term prefrontal 
communication is the reason for poor “waiting area”, 
immature front eye field and ineffective spatial working 
area. Three main parts of prefrontal cortex – 
orbitofrontal, dorsolateral and anterior cingulate are 

passive and 
degraded. 

As a 
consequence of 
the above 
described passive 
prefrontal areas there’s no chance for autistic child to 
develop intentional interactions and overcome 
stereotype behavior.  The immature functioning of 
orbitofrontal cortex may produce only poor object-
depending ”wanting” and “liking” 23of empiric content 

in child’s daily living norms and rules. Ideal intentions, linked to striatum – thalamus power 
loops, are beyond his abilities. Neuronal coding in hedonic core (Nacc-VTA-GP) is mainly under 
control of stereotypes and maturing of hedonic system (hippocampus, hypothalamus, 
amygdala etc.) is firmly limited.  

Stereotypes of tendinous-muscular system are easily observed in autistic children. Their 
posture, the way of moving, sitting, sleeping, the gestures are strong evidence of their mental 
disabilities. Poor corporal state and mental disabilities keep the psychological function 
primitive. Their perception, attention, emotions are stereotypical, never-ending; symbolic 
memory and imagination immature. Poor or lack of speech makes all these psychological 
problems even more evident. 

Figure 3.4. Reaction of synapses to foveal st imulus 

Figure 3.5: Synapses reaction to increased 
frequency stimulus 

Figure 3.6: Formation of Long Term Potentiation 
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Naturally all above mentioned abnormities 
aggravate the state of vegetative-hormonal 
and immune systems.  

An autistic child finds himself totally under the 
power of hormonal state which determines all 
his stereotypical responses. It is necessary to 
keep in mind that his conditional behavior is 
not only the result of stereotypical brain 
functioning, but it is also highly depending on  
the stereotypical power of tendinous-
muscular system, vegetative-hormonal 

system, as well as uncontrolled, sudden, 
irrepressible urges of powerful instincts. 
There are many therapies, procedures 
aimed at easing, adapting the impact of 
such a state but nevertheless autistic 
condition remains. We consider this 
total conditioning state as the most 
severe problem of child’s brain-body 
activity. 

Other brain parts hit by autism. 

Hyppocampus is responsible for space 
perception . It’s made up of two 

separated parts, the 
hyppocampus itself and 
the parahyppocampus. 
The hyppocampus is 
composed of tiny nerunal 
cells similar to those 
forming the prefrontal 
zone (pyramidal neurons). 
They are kept running by 
light tension signals 

coming from the fovial area 
through the neuronal optical 
nerve and the multisensorial 
center; these cells, as well as the others of the same nature, do not keep record of their 
stimulating events. The parahyppocampus, on the contrary, is made up of bigger dimension 

Figure 3.7: Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

Figure 3.8: Dopamine pathways 

Figure 3.9: Hyppocampus circuits 
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neuronal cells. They keep record of the body position. In Autistic children, the hyppocampus is 
not working and the space perception comes from the parahyppocampus, while in normal 

human beings usually 
happens the 
opposite. 

Amygdale is also 
composed by two 
section. A central 
one, made up of tiny 
neuronal cells similar 
to the ones present 
in the prefrontal area 
and in the 
hyppoccampus. 
Central amygdale 
responds for the 
individual motivation 
and commitment to 
achieving tasks. The 
external amygdale is 

made up of bigger neronal cells that keep records of threating and dangerous events. Actual 
situations in common life are scanned by external amygdale and classified as dangerous or not. 

In normal human beings central 
amygdale keep the external part 
under control. In autistic 
individuals it’s exactly the 
opposite and as a consequence of 
the stress at which they are 
constantly subjeted, their 
external amygdale is 
hypertrophic. 

Neurovegetative system. It’s 
mainly composed by the sympatic 
and parasympatic systems. They 
have connections with all internal 
organs. The sympatic system (red 
lines) is responsible for 

stimulating and keeping them 
under state of pressure  

Figure 3.10: Amygdale connections 

Figure 3.11: Neurovegetat ive system 
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(adrenaline, noradrenaline). The parasympatic system keeps the internal organs relaxed. The 
autistic state is always under sympatic stimulous and the aim of the therapy is to induce 

parasympatic relaxation. 

Brain stem. It’s also 
composed of two parts: 
the central one made of 
highly specialised nucleus 
which bring the signals 
from the sensorial organs 
(vision, tactile, motion). 
It’s connected to the 
body by the spine, to the 
cortex area through the  
talamus and it’s 
contained within a 
neuronal net. This 
external net is made of 
the same tiny cells 
common to the 
prefrontal area and the 
hyppocampus. In autistic 

children the central part prevails on the external net, bringing signals from the body to the 
cortex area and thus giving origin to stereotype mechanical movements. In common people the 
external net prevail giving the body harmony and lightness. 

4. The Therapy: Developing 
Morphology through Funct ions 
Nowadays there are different therapies which 
help to weaken autistic pervasive process. We 
can mention the following: 

Music Therapy  

The therapy includes singing, teaching music, 
and playing instruments. It is supposed to be a 
good medium for kids with developmental 
disabilities because it requires no verbal 
interaction. Music is by nature structured, it 
facilitates playing, it can aid in socialization 
and influence behavior.  

Auditory Training 

Figure 3.12: : Brain stem 

Figure 4.1: Magneto resonance representation of working 
brain areas 
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The training is accomplished by a device, which randomly selects high and low frequencies from 
a music source and then sends those sounds via headphones to the trainee 

Sensory Integration Therapy 

 A person is trained to deal with sensory stimulations. The goal is to reduce that anxiety 
through repeated exposure. 

Lovaas Method and ABA Therapy 

The purpose of this therapy is behavior modification by way of developing skills, normally quite 
basic ones.  

Holding Therapy 

During holding therapy the parent attempts to make contact with the child in various ways. This 
may mean simply comforting a distressed child, but often the parent may hold the child for 
periods of  time, even if  the child is fighting against  the embrace. The child sits or  lies face to 
face with the parent, who tries to establish eye contact, as well as to share feelings verbally 
throughout the holding session. The parent remains calm and in control and offers comfort 
when the child stops resisting.  

 Many people feel this is a variant  of SIT (sensory integration therapy), which helps the child to 
adjust and overcome sensory overload, as holding therapy's implies. Some high functioning 
autistic people claim that this treatment is too traumatic.  

Speech-Language Therapy 

That includes knowing how to hold a conversation, thinking about what the other person in a 
conversation understands and believes, and tuning in to the meta-linguistic signals of the other 
person, such as facial expression, tone of voice and body language.  

Occupational Therapy   

This therapy commonly focuses on improving fine motor skills, or sensory motor skills that 
include balance (vestibular system), awareness of body position (proprioceptive system), and 
touch (tactile system).  

 Drug Treatment, Vitamin/Mineral Therapy, Diet Therapy  etc. are widespread. 

It is common understanding that the cause of autism is unknown, that there is no guarantee of 
success in treatment, and all therapies can only alleviate the autistic state. In early stages such 
alleviation may help to overcome autistic state. 

Developmental Functional Treatment Approach  

Our Developmental Functional Treatment approach, to a certain extent, is alternative to all the 
above mentioned therapies.  We understand that the autistic state is provoked by many 
concurrent reasons, including epigenetic, but the starting, direct and observable cause of this 
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state  is  the  dysfunction  of  
the most important 
prefrontal areas and tertiary 
zones  of  analyzers  as  the  
result of their inhibition24. 
Such inhibition leads to 
abnormal perceptual 
process which causes 
malfunctioning of 
morphological structures. 
Our experience proves that 
restoration of perceptual 
process and normal healthy 
functioning of prefrontal, 

tertiary and underlying 
structures of autistic brain-
body activity is possible and 

leads to overcoming autism. Here with the procedure in brief.     

Developing communities of experts, practitioners, parents and their former-autistic 
children in an environment of affective intentional interactions between parents and 
children, as the source of Functional Autism Therapy. 

The  strategy  for  an  effective  treatment  of  
autism  is  a  direct  consequence  of  its  
theoretical basis as previously described, and 
it’s based on the development of affective 
intentional interactions, which can inhibit 
pervasive autistic process and keep maturing 
prefrontal, tertiary and underlying structures 
with the help of induced functions. We mean 
not only interactions of a parent with his 
own child but among all parents, experts, 
practitioners, and children within the 
community. Actually full intentionality is the 
absolute and unconditional alternative to 
alienation, to social autism and the real 

conscious way of daily living within the community. Only such mutual full intentionality25 may 
keep under control individuals’ maturation as a means of enhancement of his morphological 
structures, starting from short-term memory up to contextual state of hedonic system, 
affective body state. Such common work inside the developing community is absolutely 
necessary not only for autistic children but for the adults as well. We practically have 
knowledge that there’s no chance to overcome vegetative-hormonal alienation, instinctive 
alienation of autistic child if even occasionally cases of alienation are reproduced in his every 

Figure 4.2. Brain cortex main areas 

Figure 4.3: A father with his child establishing affective 
intentional interactions 
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day life. These cases will become the sources that will feed his alienated instinctive. The so 
called “normal”  people very often accept life alienation as a normal state and even enjoy it. On 
the contrary, autistic children really suffer from it and this constitutes their message to the 
alienated human society.  

Maturing of affective intentional interactions between the parent and the autistic child. 
Magnetism of intentional incentive cue26, foveal vision and short-term perception, image flows, 
its magnetism as the state of short-term memory, LTP-patterns of neuronal delayed activity and 
prefrontal conscious incentive field are the starting point for Intentional incentive power 
processing.  

The therapy starts with the development of affective intentional interactions among parents 
and children after a training course. A parent together with experts and practitioners work out 
the scenario of this phase and then he follows a training course. The success of parent’s 
experience during the interaction with his child fully depends upon the quality of his training. 
The parent is trained to switch on child’s intentionality, i.e. his foveal vision, visual short-term 
perception independently from the child’s will, by intensively staring into each others eyes. A 
parent being close to the child’s face and looking directly into his eyes can develop the child’s 

foveal vision step by step beyond his will, 
he  can  force  the  image  flows of  his  face,  
gestures, posture through the neuronal 
chain to the brain central organs. This has 
the  easiest  and  most  effective  impact  on  
autistic child. Cranial-cerebral nerves with 
involvement of brainstem, facial gyrus and 
the state of parahippocampal gyrus, 
dentate gyrus and entorhinal cortex, mirror 
neurons, prefrontal zone as the “brain 
stuff”  of brain-body activity and so on, may 
be taken under control by using this 
technique. The only problem lays on the 
quality of the parent’s facial, gestures, 
posture and image flow. This flow should 

obviously express the adult’s conscious magnetism of intentionality to perfection of his child’s 
morphological structures. As magnetism we refer to a glance similar to that a happy mother 
unconsciously directs to her magical creature – lovely baby. Only such magnetism can become 
“working magnetism”, "effective energy pattern" i.e. can become intentional incentive cue, 
which involves autistic child into affective intentional interactions. On the contrary, ineffective 
parent face inhibits all above mentioned structures and instead of improving the child’s state it 
can generate hysteria. That  is the reason why "normal"  people in their  social  life don’t  like to 
look directly into each other eyes.  

This process of involvement looks like intensification of image flows in child’s short-term 
perception, under the impact of magnetism of parental affective intentional incentive cues. This 

Figure 4.5: Developing LTP in child prefrontal cortex area 
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is in line with the absolute need of activating the prefrontal child’s attention and stimulating his 
higher psycho structural state. This is the starting phase of child’s socio and psychogenesis. The 
image flow turns into localized zones of neuronal cells’ activation within neuronal delayed 
memory of prefrontal cortex, and that  is why the strategy of focusing on prefrontal short-term 
perception does not keep for long time.  

The image flow, as the pattern of functional interconnections of cells, accumulates intracellular 
Ca  and  other  agents  and  it  determines  the  state  of  glia.  Such kind of accumulation and 
determination results in endogenesis (tissue re-activation) of child’s brain, resulting in higher 
activity of glia and delicate structures.  

But the image flow pattern is extremely important as the carrier of magnetism of perfection of 
incentive cue. A parent controls and separates the magnetism of incentive cue from empiric 
informative content  of  images by stressing on magnetism of  images,  by making an image of  
magnetism. Actually such image of magnetism for a child looks like a happy game with his 
parent. A parent meanwhile consciously transforms the increase of magnetism of incentive 
cues, the image of magnetism into growing intentional incentive aspiration of his child. Exactly 
the same job that unconsciously does a mother telling her child a magic fairy tale. The intention 
of localized zones, the empiric informative content of images becomes weaker, but the 
intentionality of their magnetism stronger. We believe that this process explains the great 
mystery of human evolution, mystery that repeats itself each time with the maturation of a 
child’s brain activity. So, a parent can consciously use his prefrontal short-term perception as 
separator and integrator of intentional incentive child’s aspiration.  

As described above, the magnetism of flow of images arrives in neuronal cells located in areas 
of the prefrontal cortex as patterns of cells synaptic responses and of their long-term 
potentiation, LTP-pattern. Cell’s LTP-pattern acts as delayed memory of a child, as “pointer” for 
magnetism of incentive cues within the flows of images. It magnifies the responses to incentive 
cues in order to allow more rapid and concrete detection of magnetism in the image flow. So, 
thanks to cell’s LTP-patterns a child can increase his responsiveness, his perception of 
interactions with parents, his participation to the interactions. The magnetic perception of the 
game in his consciousness is transformed into image of his magic interactions with his parents, 
into a feeling of magic atmosphere around him, of magic social environment. In such a way the 
parent overcomes his child’s alienation. This way the social environment may become 
attractive to the child and from time to time affective. Thanks to such perception a child can 
generate and maintain prefrontal incentive fields, starting points for managing  the 
orbitofrontal cortex, of “wanting” and “liking” areas within his affective interactions. This 
becomes a revolutionary step forward: the prefrontal area takes control of the temporal-
parietal-occipital areas; prefrontal stimulus takes control of the autistic state.  

An autistic child naturally always tries to maintain his autistic state, he tries to subordinate 
prefrontal short-term images of magnetism to the stereotypical associative structures located 
in his temporal-parietal-occipital zones. He will always try to establish relationships with the 
parents in the same stereotypical way. By doing so, he loses the magic of interrelations and 
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communications with the parents. He will keep doing the same actions, saying the same things 
thus loosing the intentionality of human communication. 

This way he loses activity of short-term perception, prefrontal activity and neuronal LTP-
patterns weaken, and prefrontal conscious incentive fields degrade.  

The need of establishing active conscious interactions with his parents becomes the absolute 
and unconditional rule for the treatment of an autistic child.  

Autistic children will never accept these norms and rules. They have to be created apart from 
the social environment during the treatment of the autistic state. For this purpose a parent, 
together with the experts and practitioners, has to intensify the affective interconnections with 
his child (sociogenesis27). Such intensification action is led by the parent  with the child passive 
at the beginning, but then with time when child’s functions of prefrontal short-term perception 
improve and his attention becomes more efficient, the child turns into active independent 
perception as higher psycho structural state (psychogenesis)28.  We  have  observed  that  the  
combination of  the two (sociopsychogenesis) first  activates glia etc., and then LTP-patterns of  
prefrontal areas and prefrontal conscious incentive fields (biogenesis29). Brain organs are this 
way developed and matured thanks to the action of these two factors.  

Further progress in sociopsychobiogenesis becomes possible only if a child starts consciously 
using the prefrontal incentive fields as push-buttons to switch on intentional incentive power 
processing as perfection of magnetism of his social interactions, i.e. as perfection of his 
prefrontal and underlying structures. According to our experience a child starts doing this if he 
is well-trained, if social rules are clear and accepted, if everybody in his every day environment 
follows them, if there is no chance to avoid them. He can be led to this stage by a  sophisticated 
use of rewards and punishment for motivating his “wanting” and “liking” areas30 . 

 Intentional interactions31 of a parent with his child. The child separates the magnetism of 
such interactions as ”wanting” and encloses it as “liking” of empiric content of his daily 
living norms and rules. Ideal intentions. Intentional incentive power processing are 
ensuring neuronal coding in hedonic core and maturing of hedonic system.  

 

Parents with experts and practitioners, work out daily the scenarios of a child’s intentional 
interactions, starting from waking up every morning up to going to bed in the evening. These 
scenarios keep control over sociogenesis, over developing of intentional affective interactions 
of a child with the social environment. Naturally this environment must be affective and full of 
intention of perfecting the child’s morphological structures. This is possible only within 
professional developing community of experts, practitioners, parents and their children 
successfully overcoming alienation and autism. Daily proper intentional actions of a child 
require the elimination of his autistic state and the maturation of a higher psycho structural 
state. Autistic state elimination and child maturation, are possible only in case of permanent 
separation of social magnetism of intentional interactions as “wanting”, and their permanent 
enclosure as “liking” of empiric content of norms and rules. Developing of intentional emotions, 
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intentional speech, intentional long – term memory, i.e. psychogenesis are the organic part of 
developing intentional affective interactions as sociopsychogenesis. Of course a parent has to 
be thoroughly trained to keep such kind of  intentionality with his child all  day long; he has to 
become an experienced member of a professional team.  

Thanks to interconnections of “wanting” and “liking” on the basis of magnetism of affective 
interactions within inhibitory GABA-neurons - Medium spiny neurons of striatum, neuronal 
inhibitory patterns are formed as more or less stable neuronal state of ideal intentions, 
intentions toward his parent, other people, interactions, norms and rules. This is the way how 
ideals are formed. Such sociopsychobiogenesis of ideal intentions is the way to overcome 
autism. Ideally, parent intentions are displayed as burning eyes, expressive face, active 
attention and responses as obvious interest of child intention to interactions. Ideal intentions 
determine the functioning of striatum-thalamus neuronal power loops; neuronal basis of 
intentional incentive power processing.  

The intentional processing to interactions are the immanent process of reciprocal 
transformation of surrounding social magnetism into subjective psycho bioorganic state. The 
intentions exist as child’s interactions, as his purposes, wishes, his rules, ways and means of 
daily needs, and simultaneously, as magnetic power of real affective social development. For a 
child it becomes important to amplify his intentions, to enclose them within a social 
construction, as obvious social need, as objective tendency to perfection. This magnetism of 
social priority generates ideal intentions, organic unity of direct and indirect pathways, 
neuronal loops, and mutual modulation of thalamic nuclei that allows overcoming autistic 
state.  

We develop incentive power processing of autistic child as:  

a) Intensive intentional processing, using daily personal interactions;  

b) Active hedonic processing, using hedonic core to maintain and intensify hedonic state as ideal 
intention, starting from barely perceptible feeling to passion.  

The external layer of NAcc is the integrator of the hedonic core and the keeper of hedonic 
empiric informative content. That is why it is named the Pleasure Centre. All autistic children 
have strong stereotyping of Pleasure Centre. Its stereotypical state reduces the activity of 
intentional power processing, of the prefrontal structures and it produces the lack of intention 
to social interactions. Conservative neuronal circuits of the external layer of NAcc become 
strong enough to integrate and keep stereotypical  hedonic empiric content  as hedonic state 
(for instance, stereotypical food). That is why we pay much attention to maturing of hedonic 
system in overcoming stereotyping of the Pleasure Centre.  

The hedonic system in fact is expanded from the anatomic hedonic core to medial part of 
Orbitofrontal cortex, Amygdala, Hippocampus, Hypothalamus, Brainstem etc… If we look at 
these organs as a whole system including their communications with the rest of the body, we 
will see that autistic hedonic system may involve almost all internal organs. The longer this 
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state takes place the more systems and organs are involved,  the more difficult  to  overcome 
autistic state.  

It is important to underline that the state of these organs can easily be observed in the psycho 
structural state of a child, through his facial expression, hand gestures, posture, voice 
characteristics and other physical manifestation, his muscles, the tone of his movements. This 
embodiment of autistic state or perfection determines degradation or intensification of 
intentional incentive power processing. So, a child becomes either a prisoner or an owner of his 
body depending on how this way of perfection is achieved. All this highly depends upon 
external social environment conditions.  

In our community the child is surrounded by an affective social active environment day and 
night.  

A child’s Intentional state can be mapped with special procedures by tracking entorhinal – 
hippocampus system. This system embodies the organs that lead to speech development. 

 Unconditional and conditional norms and rules of child’s behavior. The state of tendinous-
muscular system, vegetative-hormonal system. Instinctive urge. Affective body.  
An autistic child finds himself totally in the power of his internal-body state. This state is the 
powerful condition which determines all his stereotypical responses. It is necessary to keep in 
mind that his conditional behavior is not only the result of stereotypical brain functioning, but 
also it comes from his tendinous-muscular, vegetative-hormonal systems, that is under control 
of sudden, irrepressible urges of the instinctive system. Despite the number of existing 
therapies, procedures aimed at easing, adapting the phenomena, they usually have scarce or 
no effect over the autistic state. 

We consider this conditional state as the most severe problem for an autistic child and all above 
described procedural model is only prelude to its solution. The real task is to overcome totally 
the autistic state and to mature unconditional recognition of intentionality, as the state of 
affective intentional way of social interactions. It is important to recognize that inside a state of 
alienation there is no chance to put forward such strategy, to say nothing about its solution. 
Our strategy demands total overcoming of alienation in the child’s surrounding environment. 
Missing all this, even the presence of  one alienated person, or one example of alienated 
behavior within social environment will push the child back to his autistic state. We have 
observed such reactions very often. Taking it from Shakespeare, if children came to us saying 
that  “something is wrong in the Kingdom of  Denmark”,  this means that  something is wrong 
with us. Actually autism it is not their problem, it is our problem, it is the problem of our 
alienated way of living. And we can really help our children if we find a global solution to social 
alienation. A lot of clever, competent people have theoretically discussed the problem, but 
inside the  community of experts, practitioners, parents and children, the problem becomes 
real. It is impossible to deceive the autistic child’s state of “receptors’ sense – of the 
surrounding individuals”. That is why we need to provide children day and night the “magnet 
receptors’ sense – of others – as the extensive power of perfection”. Our experience 
demonstrates that step by step, by acting consistently with patience, the magnet external 
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power of perfection turns into child’s internal unconditional state. Of course, this does not take 
place itself, it requires the following sophisticated procedures: 

a) Development of the tone state of tendinous-muscle system.  

Within the stereotyped child’s autistic state, the remote built-in sensors cannot transfer the 
magnetism of external power of perfection of the surrounding environment. But as this system 
plays a crucial role in the body motion, we need to put in place special procedures to overcome 
this stereotyping and to develop the tone state of tendinous-muscle system.  

b) Maturation of intentional, hierarchical, and unconditional vegetative-hormonal state. The 
vegetative nerves penetrate through glands, 
internal cavities of the body, penetrate 
through tissues, cover blood vessels, and 
demand effective mobility, phase-tone 
power for growth of cellular structures, for 
their functioning; the organism as a whole 
demands perfection. In the autistic state, 
because of  lack  of  external  stimulus,  takes 
place  a  lack  of  brain  power  which  is  
replaced by the stimuli coming from the 

vegetative system . 

Thanks to the sensitivity of his “magnet 
receptors’ sense – of others – as the extensive power of intention to perfection” an autistic 
child can scan intentional tone state of his social environment. Within affective intentional 
interpersonal cohesion parents, practitioners force a child, more or less consciously, to feel the 
magnetism of their intentionality, taking it as the norms, rules, ways and means of his daily 
interactions, as social need, as the state which determines functional process of vegetative – 
hormonal system. Intentional content of child’s interactions mobilizes and reproduces 
vegetative-hormonal intentional tone within his intentional state of interactions that leads to 
hierarchical functional regulation of brain-body activity with the basic hormonal groups: 
prefrontal, steroid, and power groups. The more a child is involved into such kind of activity the 
more reactive his working unconditional instinctive – hormonal state is. Instinctive-hormonal 
urges are not hidden any more in the heart of human bioorganic chemistry, biochemistry where 
they cannot be controlled by the child’s will, but they clearly appear in the child’s body and 
gestures.  

The tone state of tendinous-muscular system, intentional, hierarchical, and unconditional state 
of vegetative-hormonal system, turning instinctive urges into intentional interactions, makes a 
child’s body affective. Affective body inside proper social relationships, guarantees that the 
extensive power of perfection will develop the brain delicate and underling structures. Thanks 
to achieved better tone of prefrontal structures, he develops the ability to express himself, the 
ability to transform objective external extension of power of perfection into subjective internal 

Figure 4.6: Activation of facial muscles 
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embodiment of such extension. Only in this case an autistic individual can turn into a human 
being in compliance with his biology, history and evolution, and only in these conditions, an 
autistic individual can say, “I am reasonable human being, I also come from the euhominid 
sapiens! That’s the message I was sending you, and you got it” . Getting this message is our 
mission to defeat autism.  

5. Social Aut ism and Sociopsychobiogenesis 
It is quite obvious that an individual, in his alienated daily life will switch-off his own prefrontal 
short-term functions. Thanks to the activity of prefrontal structures, a person can feel pathos in 
art, culture, nature, pathos of human relations, pathos of his own life; such state of Higher Self 
is uncommon for his daily living needs. The social atomistic, personal functional attitude, the 
action of social institutions using  individuals as means for their tasks, the cult of  money, 
power, career, are the main reasons for  alienation of  the magnet  tone-wave power of  human 
prefrontal and tertiary structures for achieving their perfection. As a result, people do not feel 
each other as carriers of  magnetic tone-wave power, magnetism of perfection. People don’t 
need affective intentional perception of each other; they sense each other only through their 
brain associative areas and only as carriers of social functions, rules, deferent forms of power or 
material benefits.  

The term "alienation" identifies an insane state that leaves the individual in the own world of 
sensation, imagination, in the world of his own sentiments, completely self-sufficient,”  behind 
the glass”. Today the term "alienation", brings less heavy form of self-aloofness that allows a 
person to perceive and behave according to subjects, to events of the surrounding world, but 
by doing this, he remains in a state of inner world that blocks the activity of his delicate 
structures. An individual, cut off from communication, remains in his own state of sentiments 
thus filtering off external information. We call “social autism” the state of empathy when 
people “look, but don’t see”, “listen, but don’t hear” . Everyday many people experience such 
so-called “socially normal” situations.  In such situations a person remains alienated from the 
substance of the world, from the freshness of perceptions, from aspirations, inspirations etc. 
Such state of empathy refreshes and renews our prefrontal way of perception. 

Certainly, an alienated person receives incentive impulses from the outside as well, but these 
impulses are not carriers of the magnetism of perfection, they don’t renew his prefrontal 
perception as far as this last one is controlled by the associative areas of temporal-parietal-
occipital brain areas. There is no tone-wave activation of prefrontal structures. The empiric 
informative content of these impulses in associative areas of each individual turns into unique 
individualized form and generally, into stereotypical forms. Such states are different from one 
individual to another and inevitably originate different perceptional processes through 
specialized associative patterns of thinking and feeling. Each individual towards the others 
remains “behind the glass” of his inner-world. This physiological state turns into alienation. 

The source of alienation is not only physiological. An individual with normal functioning of 
delicate structures can catch tone-wave state of eyes, face, and posture of another person, can 
share the pathos of his words, and can sympathize through his magnetic state of delicate 
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structures. Only thanks to mutual generation of tone-wave magnetic state of prefrontal and 
underlying structures, people can communicate directly with each other, they can “sense-the-
others”, can feel empathy with another person. They can distinguish the pathos of the words 
from their empiric informative content and use this pathos as magnetic power. This does not 
mean to ignore the empiric content, just the contrary; it means to choose it more thoroughly, 
according to its pathos, the pathos of human perfection. Human perfection (as antonym to 
degradation) should be encouraged and supported by the environment as pathos of his social, 
psychological, physiological standing. This is the way we use to overcome individual’s alienation 
and autism. 

Specialization of associative thinking patterns in temporal-parietal-occipital brain areas32 leads 
to inhibition of prefrontal area and underlying structures,  in  other  words it  leads to  cutting 
communications among individuals.  These two brain areas mutually exclude each other. When 
we start hard associative thinking, it becomes impossible to switch on the short-term prefrontal 
perception, and vice versa. The type of brain inhibition determines the type of “top-down” and 
“bottom-up” hormonal modulation of these areas and brain-body activity in general. The active 
way of normal child’s is completely prefrontal. He doesn’t feel alienation. He doesn’t 
sophisticate, he doesn’t specialize his associative areas, he doesn’t rule them separately from 
the prefrontal area. His natural behavior is the result of prefrontal structures’ activity. This 
activity produces dopamine, acetylcholine, glutamate; hormones that boost the development 
of some of his associative areas.  

Because of its state of alienation, a normal adult individual loses prefrontal area’s functions and 
he cannot keep control or enhance the performance of his morphological structures through 
hormonal modulation. But  he can turn them on at  least  from time to time. He cannot  feel this 
“soft inhibition” of the prefrontal modulation, that results in a state of uncertainty or fear 
within his hedonic system as long as he follows the social rules. He doesn’t feel any 
physiological problem. He can adapt himself to such kind of “soft physiological alienation” by 
the “occasional suppression” of prefrontal modulation.  

Autistic brain lacks completely of prefrontal and delicate structures activity and naturally lacks 
of modulation. The poor state of dopaminergic, acetylcholinergic pathways, and even their 
degradation is a rather severe problem. Focused acetylcholinergic modulation of associative 
areas leads to their specialization and inhibition of prefrontal area activity, thus inhibiting 
communication from early age. Degradation of delicate structures causes pervasive autistic 
state. A child cannot turn on himself his prefrontal and underlying structures; he cannot 
activate prefrontal modulation, dopaminergic, acetylcholinergic pathways and re-establish 
communication.  His pervasive autistic process makes him feel the “hard inhibition” of his 
hedonic system as contextual state of uncertainty, fear of inability of modulation during 
communication. It means he always and everywhere feels unbearable physiological problems. 

The main problem of autistic individuals is not the lack of skills, abilities, knowledge as 
compared with others. Very often, they can develop these abilities rather successfully; but 
rather the lack of normal functioning of prefrontal and underlying structures, the lack of their 
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modulation leaves at stake their social activity and they feel it as socially alienated positioning.  
They have the remarkable physiological feeling of being socially alienated. Look at Internet and 
read what “former autistic”  adults say. 

 “I have always had a problem with feeling alienated, even when I was in grade school. It got worse as I 
grew up. Even today I'll be around people and there's this sense of not being able to relate to them and 
that I'm not 'part of the group'. For 10 or so years I've been jokingly calling myself a 'perpetual foreigner'. 
No one seems to have much to do with me either, especially females. I can be kind, friendly with people, 
and humorous but it never seems to help. I get this impression that people can't relate to me either. 
When I talk to people sometimes it's like there's a plate glass between us. At other times, I get this sense 
around people as if I'm this little kid and they're all adults. They all look down on me as 'not matured' or 
something. That's certainly how I'll often be treated. That really gripes me”.  

“ I feel like some alien or foreign person. More than once have I said that, in many ways, I'm going 
through 'culture shock' in MY OWN COUNTRY! “ 

“ I've felt that way off and on through most of my life, and I think most of us have felt that way.” Etc., etc.  

 The fundamental “abnormality”, “suffering” of autistic individuals is the radical physiological 
demand of normal modulation, maturation and enhancement of delicate and underlying 
structures, in different words, of normal not alienated affective intentional social interactions. 
A supposed-to-be bioorganic problem turns into a social one! 

Autistic supporting movements put forward the idea of neurodiversity as the idea of 
respectable, autonomous, and equal way of living of autistic way of life. Neurodiversity in 
associative human brain areas exists as obvious fact: “No two minds think alike”. But this does 
not mean mental diversity. We can accept  diversity when everything remains within “socially 
significant behavior” as a consequence of “soft inhibition” of prefrontal structures or “dual 
personality”. But being this the main reason for autism it cannot be accepted by an autistic 
neurophysiology. The ambitious goal of a developing community is still social-diversity: the way 
of living outside social alienation in a climate aimed at developing personality.  

Social alienation is wide spread and growing fast; the only answer is so far behaviorism. ABA 
therapy is greatly contributing to the conscious acquisition of social alienation. And this will 
probably be in great demand in our society.  

Within our professional developing community of experts, practitioners, parents, children 
successfully overcoming parental alienation syndrome, child’s autism, a newcomer finds the 
real way of perfection of his prefrontal and underlying structures, the way of overcoming 
alienation and autism, the way of perfective form of life. And we use the term “perfective 
form” not as metaphor, but as the statement of fact of sociopsychobiogenesis.  

A newcomer faces within the community perfective form of his sociogenesis starting from 
affective changing interconnections, then reaching intentional changing interactions, and at 
last, achieving hormonal – instinctive unity with members of the community and with his child. 
Thanks to such sociogenesis he also faces crucial transformation from psychological point of 
view; elementary psychological functions are turned into higher psycho structural state, into 
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higher psychological functions. Under the action of sociopsychogenesis inevitably takes place 
the biogenesis (regeneration) of prefrontal and underlying structures.  

From our point of view historically human evolution came through bio -, psycho -, and socio – 
stages. The social stage was the condition under which our ancestor Homo sapiens had to 
develop in order to survive.  

It was crucial for our ancestor to build up new social relations that allowed him to control 
consciously and to develop his identity within the power of nature. This intensive identification 
made the superstructure of prefrontal and tertiary morphologic forms develop, exclusively for 
being accepted by the community, to be part  of a powerful nature. These forms are the result  
of the social (not biological) evolution. These superstructures can so strongly control the 
underlying structures of human brain and body that nowadays we make a distinction between 
social and biological body. That’s the reason why we talk about  “sociopsychobiogenesis”, 
instead of “biopsychosocio - approach”. Naturally, to modern alienated individual, whose 
prefrontal structures stopped working, it might sound strange and unbelievable; autism is the 
way our children are using to show the adult world what kind of alienated life they are living.  

We have given a comprehensive overview of sociopsychobiogenesis as treatment procedure. 
Naturally we deal with the parent one by one, with his drama, his unique situation with a lot of 
pitfalls, in order to develop a personal program in detail. But the only chance to go on with a 
successful treatment and avoid pitfalls is to keep going along with fairway. Such fairway is 
prefrontal as theory of development and perfection of human being 

6. Conclusion: What is Wrong with Aut ism Treatment? 
Our answer to the question is “ misleading strategy”.  Let’s illustrate it with an example. 

According to Diagnostic Criteria of autism, the first  and the most  observable impairment  is the 
lack of direct eye contact, which is certainly closely connected with impairments of facial 
expression, gestures, body postures, and social interaction in general.  

It is quite obvious that in direct eye contact an autistic child cannot stand up to direct line-of-
sight, connecting macula and fovea ( the center of the retina), with incentive cues of the 
environment. An autistic child lacks of foveal vision (responsible for 100% of visual acuity). The 
fovea occupies less than 1% of  retinal  size but  brings 50% of  the nerve fibres in the optical  
nerve. This nerve takes the short-term power information from fovea to the brain, and it covers 
over 50% of the visual cortex, to say nothing of the crucial influence on the brain – body activity 
in general. We inherited the foveal vision for prefrontal quick pursuit; it delivers aspiration, 
striving for social interactions.  

An autistic child uses poor peripheral vision, which permits him to recognize, identify 
stereotypical forms, movements and objects, it delivers the stereotypical state of sentiments 
and it keeps his autistic alienated perception. 
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Our long-term experience proves that during 2-3 days, maximum in a week, in severe cases, an 
experienced practitioner can activate autistic child’s foveal vision and he can get direct eye 
contact. No miracles, no super abilities of practitioner, each person with his foveal eyes can 
switch on the foveal vision of another person. Each of us has experienced this, when he fells in 
love. Naturally the developmental functional correction of eye morphology cannot be limited to 
this first stage. This is only the starting point to correct the functioning of morphological 
structure.  

If you have a look in the Internet, how many researchers are trying to change the brain 
morphology through its functions? None! Why? Because the dominating position in autism 
treatment is exactly opposite. It is broadly considered that a function, foveal vision for instance, 
belongs to eye morphology, and should appear from this morphology like teeth from jaw. The 
reason for abnormal brain functioning is searched in its morphology even though there it 
doesn’t exist.   

 Within eye morphology, for example, there is no foveal vision as such. Fovea is only the 
morphological possibility, the “hardware” of specific visual function. Its function, the ability to 
use  fovea  in  a  proper  way,  in  different  words  the  “software”,  has  to  be  taken  and  then  
maintained from the outside via direct eye contact, via direct line-of-sight . 

A normal child has huge developmental resources for such improvement within social 
environment. A happy mother feeding her charming baby from the breast and looking at him 
with admiration has no idea that she’s about switching on his foveal vision and it seems that 
babies bright shining eyes are the result of morphological, biological development; that it 
belongs to him and not to his mother’s influence. The lack of direct eye contacts, our 
“software” is no more in demand in modern social environment due to different forms of 
alienation. 

That is why in case of early inhibition of child’s prefrontal perception,  in case of lack of normal 
developmental resources, i.e. in case of autism, experts don’t try to find the way how foveal 
vision or other dysfunctions might be compensated and developed with specially organized 
environment. They simply approach it as morphological malfunctioning, as a reason of 
abnormal functioning. With the time passing by the morphological structures, not being subject 
to proper stimulation, remain immature. In fact misleading diagnoses, incorrect or lack of 
proper treatment, wrong functioning of morphological structures, lead to children’s 
impairment .  

Autism from the very beginning is a functional problem. Of course it is the result of inhibited 
morphology. The cause of inhibition might be discussed, but the developmental functional 
restoration of proper morphological structures is the only way to have our children back to 
normal social life. 
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